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French Vocabulary West Africa
1964-01-03

this volume originally published in 1970 presents a survey of the languages spoken in an area extending from the atlantic coast
at the sengal river eastward to the lake chad region the area covered by this volume is mainly a goegraphical one so it follows
that not all the languages included are related to one another though a certain degree of homogeneity appears

Vocabularies of the Niger and Gold Coast, West Africa
1886

product information not available

The English Language in West Africa
1971

the area covered by this book originally published in 1953 is one that has long been recognized as presenting many problems
from the point of view of bantu linguistic studies almost all the material set out in this present work is based on notes taken
in the field and in many cases presented completely new facts the sources of the information used are listed at the end of the
linguistic description of each of the groups of languages dealt with since there are so many languages to be covered it would
be impracticable to give even an outline of the main features of each of them so an outline is given of the main
characteristics of each separate group one language is used as the type for each group for the purpose of listing examples of
the nominal prefixes verbal conjugation and personal prefixes other features are illustrated from whichever language is the
most suitable

Vocabulary of the Engútuk Eloikǒb, Or of the Language of the Wakuafi-nation in the
Interior of Equatorial Africa
1854
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lexicography in africa is a new book in the invaluable series exeter linguistic studies and one of three volumes dedicated to
lexicography to mark the fifth anniversary of the dictionary research centre in the university of exeter it is the first
attempt to fill a niche in our knowledge of lexicography on this continent it does not pretend to be a complete survey of
lexicography in africa but a tentative one which conveys the most important trends in the field and a wealth of exemplary
material it investigates the lexicographic situation in different parts of africa central africa paper 3 northern africa paper
4 and southern africa paper 6 and the linguistic and historical background paper 1 and 2 it also concerns itself with the user
of the dictionary and his needs types of dictionaries available and the hopes pinned on computer technology

The Languages of West Africa
1970

originally published in 1904 this book presents vocabularies for the kamba and kikuyu languages with a facing page swahili
vocabulary aimed at english speakers the object in publishing a swahili vocabulary parallel with the kamba and kikuyu was to
emphasise the intimate relationship between the three languages this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in east
african languages and the historical development of linguistics

The Languages of West Africa
2017-09-22

dr crabb s 1965 study of the ekoid bantu languages of ogoja examines these related languages as a basis of comparative
historical research he chose fourteen of these ekoid languages as representative of a number of languages in the north west
area of nigeria bordering on the bantu language area whose status as bantu languages has been open to question this study is
based on extensive field work and presents comparatively the phonologies and selected vocabularies of the languages

A Dictionary of Africanisms
1982-10-28

the main purpose of this dictionary is twofold on the one hand it provides the scholar of african studies with a tool to
identify the possible portuguese origin of terms present in african languages and on the other it offers those who are
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interested in portuguese culture an overview of the presence of its lexicon in african languages no doubt the portuguese were
among the first europeans to explore the world outside of europe and as such they were also the first to introduce that world
to european concepts and words this book is the result of a long and detailed work on texts in african languages as also shown
by the rich bibliography in the dictionary

Proceedings of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East...
1891

this dictionary provides a complete pronunciation guide for students or travellers to understand this important and widely
spoken west african language

The Bantu Languages of Western Equatorial Africa
2017-09-22

this work goes back to the sources of modern english words and studies the development of vocabulary over time it examines what
constitutes a word with a discussion of words that look and sound the same words that have several meanings and words that are
made up of more than one word as well as considering the borrowing of words from other languages throughout the history of
english as a means of increasing the vocabulary the book also outlines how english forms new words by exploiting the structure
of existing words through processes of derivation and compounding the meaning of a word is composite of a number of relations
reference to external context relations with other words of a similar or opposite meaning collocational relations and so on the
book grapples with the meaning problem but then goes on to look at the contexts in which words are used and the purposes for
which they are used raising the question whether it is more sensible to talk about english vocabularies rather than english
vocabulary

Lexicography in Africa
1990

excerpt from vocabulary of the enguduk iloigob as spoken by the masai tribes in east africa being permitted by the liberality
of the church missionary society to carry through the press a manuscript in which mr erhardt my esteemed friend and colleague
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on the mission station at rabbai mpia in east africa has de posited his researches relative to the language of the masai tribes
i have to oder a fewintro ductory remarks about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Vocabulary of the Enguduk Iloigob
1857

a classic reference work for students and scholars of the yoruba language spoken by millions of people in nigeria benin and
togo featuring an extensive vocabulary list and helpful introductory notes by the prominent missionary rev samuel crowther this
book is an essential resource for anyone interested in west african languages this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Trübner's American, European and Oriental literary record
1882

excerpt from appendix to the dictionary and grammar of the kongo language as spoken at san salvador the ancient capital of the
old kongo empire west africa compiled and prepared for the baptist mission on the kongo river west africa the dictionary of
1887 contains some kongo words omitting as far as possible the thousands of derivative words which being formed from the root
words according to simple rules needed no special note as the possibili ties of this highly exible language are so great these
derivatives in actual or possible use would number hundreds of thousands it was therefore necessary rigorously to exclude them
except such as by their frequent or special usage required special note some new words are now added on the same principle
which include as far as possible all words or roots which are used in the kongo literature of the english baptist mission
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published up to the present about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

Trübner's American and oriental literary record
1883

excerpt from vocabularies of the kamba and kikuyu languages of east africa the object in publishing a swahili vocabulary
parallel with the kamba and kikuyu is to emphasise the intimate relationship between the three languages about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Wonders of Africa- Vocabulary Card
2007

the damby concept is very similar to the concept of dna protein chains from where every human or every living creature gets its
hereditary traits the earth was originally farmland created for a family animals that inhabited the air water and earth were
venerated by all cultures in the ancient world and viewed as symbols of the invisible forces through whom he worships the
divine power for the creative impulses of the gods readily respond to them all cultures of the world reverent some animals as
symbolism of divinity the the forms and habits of these emblematic creatures the media of existence closely relate them to the
various generative and germinative powers of nature thus were viewed as evidence of omnipresence the kono understood that all
life has its origin in water therefore he chose the fish as the symbol of the life germ this fish as his emblem of the life
germ is called sa neh eel meaning sa the ancient god is here furthermore he went a step further and chose other kinds of
animals to represent the divine for each original founding fathers of the kono tribe these animals and plants became known tana
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of the male heads of each founding family however the basic reasons behind such choices were based on a simple belief that each
damby head was a product of his damby his tana or totemic animal therefore the totemic animals were depicted as deities and
each family was prohibited from eating his or her totemic animal or food at first twelve animals and other forms of food were
chosen and each family member had its own animal or other food form as the family s tana the animals and their explanations are
giving in the book

Vocabularies of the Kamba and Kikuyu Languages of East Africa
2014-05-22

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Oral Tradition of Africa: Words as Intellectual, Cultural, and Spiritual
Nourishment!
2009-06-17

proverbs from various african countries arranged according to theme

Ekoid Bantu Languages of Ogoja, Eastern Nigeria, Part 1, Introduction, Phonology and
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Comparative Vocabulary
1965

pidgin english is the most popular language spoken in nigeria and many parts of west africa it is used in daily communication
and is a blend of real english words and broken english words nigerian pidgin english is used in nigerian movies and in doing
business this book will help you learn these popular pidgin english words and nigerian pidgin english phrases so you can easily
communicate and be accepted into the fold it will help you in any pidgin english translation exercise so you can enjoy is being
nigerian movies and music this ebook can be called a pidgin english dictionary because you will learn over 200 popular pidgin
english words and pidgin english phrases used daily in nigeria and in other parts of west africa why should you buy this now
just imagine the smile and shock on people s face when you speak and understand what your nigerian spouse boyfriend or family
is saying when they speak pidgin english

Dictionary of Portuguese Loanwords in the Languages of Sub-Saharan Africa
2023-10-16

demonstrates that the oxford english dictionary is an international product in both its content and its making

Fulani-English
1995

for centuries our forefathers relied on proverbs to educate clarify and make people learn about life these proverbs have been
passed down through generations and are still extensively used as an essential part of our culture throughout africa today this
book contains a collection of commonly used west african proverbs also because i m from liberia west africa i couldn t help but
include some of my favorite liberian proverbs there are millions of african proverbs and wise sayings but my goal was to
compile a concise list that is easy to read i hope you enjoy reading this short book of 101 of the best african proverbs
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Words, Meaning and Vocabulary
2000-01-01

excerpt from wit and wisdom from west africa or a book of proverbial philosophy idioms enigmas and laconisms as regards the
african tongues too much labour has hitherto been lavished upon the edits and portals which lead to the temple of knowledge sir
william jones in the last century made the same complaint touching asiatic dialects the true expression of the national spirit
containing the secrets of a race s mental organisa tion and revealing the origin of customs long for gotten is not to be sought
in accidence or in vocabulary about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Vocabulary of the Enguduk Iloigob, as Spoken by the Masai-Tribes in East-Africa
(Classic Reprint)
2016-10-10

includes text vocabulary lists and comprehension questions designed to acquaint students with the history of africa

Vocabulary of the Engútuk Eloikǒb, Or of the Language of the Wakuafi-nation in the
Interior of Equatorial Africa
1977
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A Vocabulary of the Yoruba Language
2023-07-18

Vocabulary of the Enguduk Iloigob, as Spoken by the Masai-tribes in East-Africa
1983

English, But Not Quite
2010

Young People of West Africa
1961

Appendix to the Dictionary and Grammar of the Kongo Language
2016-10-10

Vocabularies of the Kamba and Kikuyu Languages of East Africa (Classic Reprint)
2017-07-23
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The Damby Tradition of the Kono People of Sierra Leone West Africa
2011-08-17

The Best Books
1891

Vocabulary of the Enguduk Iloigob, as Spoken by the Masai-Tribes in East-Africa
2016-05-11

Bibliography and Vocabulary of the Akan (Twi-Fante) Language of Ghana
1976

Words to the Wise
2003

The Adinkra Dictionary
1998
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Ekoid Bantu Languages of Ogoja, Eastern Nigeria. Part 1, Introduction, Ph Onology and
Comparative Vocabulary
1969

Pidgin English: Discover 200 Popular Nigerian Pidgin English Words
2018-07-29

Words of the World
2013

101 of the Greatest African Proverbs
2022-05-26

Wit and Wisdom from West Africa
2017-10-20

A Short History of Africa
1990
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